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Try PhotoShelter 
FREE for 30 days!
Build a stronger photo business with a 
PhotoShelter website. 

With PhotoShelter, you also get powerful features and resources to 

market your photos, such as SEO and social sharing capabilities, in 

addition to the most options for licensing photography, selling prints 

online and pro-strength file delivery tools to please your clients. 

Get Started
Learn more & join PhotoShelter today!
Or, visit photoshelter.com/signup and enter

Questions? Contact us anytime at 
212-206-0808 or support@photoshelter.com.

Offer only valid for new PhotoShelter users. 

BUYerSUrVeY13

SPeCIaL OFFer

http://www.photoshelter.com/tour/
https://www.photoshelter.com/signup/subscriber?CPN_CODE=SELLPRINTS13
https://www.photoshelter.com/signup/subscriber?CPN_CODE=BUYERSURVEY13
https://www.photoshelter.com/signup/subscriber?CPN_CODE=BUYERSURVEY13
https://www.photoshelter.com/signup/subscriber?CPN_CODE=BUYERSURVEY13
https://www.photoshelter.com/signup/subscriber?CPN_CODE=BUYERSURVEY13


With Beam you get a cutting edge photography 
website platform combined with PhotoShelter’s 
industry-leading tools to help you get, do and 
keep business.

Welcome to Beam by PhotoShelter.
Your photography portfolio - elevated.

http://www.photoshelter.com/beam/
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Introduction
PhotoShelter and Agency Access have joined forces for the third consecutive year to bring 
you the 2013 Survey: What Buyers Want From Photographers. This year, we surveyed hun-
dreds of photo buyers worldwide to help educate photographers on how to improve their 
marketing efforts, web presence and overall business workflow to attract attention from 
those who hire. 

In this year’s survey, we asked 34 questions ranging from buyers’ preferences on what type 
of marketing grabs their attention, photo website likes and dislikes, how they search for 
photographers and photography, plus budget challenges and industry trends they’ve no-
ticed. Buyers also told us again this year that a photographer’s personality can make a huge 
impact on their chances of getting hired, so we picked their brains on what makes working 
with a photographer a pleasant or negative experience. It should be no surprise that a great 
attitude and clear passion for what you do can go very far in business.  

We’ve packaged up the survey results, plus major business tips and interviews with buyers 
who offer insights to help you get hired. Use this guide as a resource to understand how 
buyers think so you can target your marketing efforts, improve your website, and continue 
to grow your business.

Intro
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Your goal is to be the go-to photographer that your target market turns to, right? But if 
you can’t even pinpoint your ideal client and niche market, convincing potential custom-
ers that you are the best photographer for the job can be a real challenge. Your pitches 
will be unconvincing and fall flat, and if you do get a buyer’s attention, they will perceive 
your work as scattered and unfocused. 

So, before reaching out to any potential client or buyer, you first need to develop a clear 
vision about your brand and identity. Are you a high-end fashion photographer known 
for your impeccable client service? Are you a commercial and lifestyle photographer who 
is known for capturing real, authentic moments? Are you an edgy wedding photographer 
who shoots only alternative couples? The more focused your specialty is, the better you 
can communicate your product, services, and values—in essence, your brand—to potential 
clients and improve your chances of getting hired. 

Here are 5 tips to help you think this through:

Ask yourself, who is your ideal client? Write down the characteristics that define 
your target audience including: age, demographics, socioeconomic status, and even 
common shared hobbies among that community. Also consider your market focus such 
as advertising agencies, magazines, book publishers, design agencies, etc—and think 
through which specialities are more geared toward your work and style. 

List out your clients’ needs and problems they often face. Do your research and 
understand how your services will address those needs.

Look at your website. Do the photos in your online portfolios show off strong work 
in a specific field, or are your images all over the map? Edit your imagery to show only 
the type of work you want to help you get hired to shoot. 

Before You Keep Reading: Who is Your Target Audience? 

Intro

Think about the hierarchy of information you are delivering to the viewer on your 
site, and make sure the first category shows the primary work you’re going after. Re-
member that user behavior goes to the first category when arriving on your homepage, 
so you will want to adjust accordingly and set the tone for potential buyers. 

If you want to shoot for a specific magazine, for example, find their media kit online. 
It will not only break down what the magazine is all about (from subjects to describing 
their audience), but there is also an editorial calendar that shows you what they need 
for future issues. And if you want to work for a specific brand like Nike, you can do a 
Google search to find the brand’s strategy, which will be full of information about what 
they are trying to accomplish through their advertising. Finding these resources will 
help you think through how your own work can address their needs.

Answering these questions will also help you read through this guide in a way that’s tar-
geted for your own business’s needs. And for more tips on defining your target market, 
check out PhotoShelter’s 2013 Photo Business Plan Workbook. 

Now that we’ve got that covered, let’s dive into the survey results.

http://www.photoshelter.com/mkt/research/2013-photo-business-plan-workbook
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In July 2013, we sent out a survey of 34 questions via Agency Access’s global database of 
90,000 creative contacts. Agency Access is a full service marketing resource helping free-
lance artists find work.

340 buyers responded, all of whom self-identified as someone who either hires photog-
raphers for commission or assignment work, or licenses still photography. We’ve broken 
down their responses to provide insights to help you gain the attention of a buyer and 
ultimately, win work in this field. 

What to Expect
We’ve packaged responses from the 2013 Survey: What Buyers Want From Photographers 
into four major categories including: 

Hiring Photographers 
Marketing to Photo Buyers
Websites and File Delivery
Working with Photographers

We asked a number of open ended questions, so you’ll also read tips and feedback straight 
from the buyers surveyed. They speak directly to how they like to be pitched, where they 
find photographers to hire, plus the most important elements of a photographer’s website. 
We’ve also interviewed several individual photo buyers to get their insights and tips about 
what they want from photographers.

Survey Methodology

Intro

http://agencyaccess.com/
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The photo buyers surveyed this year are from advertising agencies, design agencies, non-
profit organizations, editorial publications, book publications, and corporations worldwide. 
Buyers surveyed also hold a range of job titles including Art Producer, Creative Director, 
Director of Photography, Photo Editor, Designer, Copywriter and more.

Who Are the 2013 Participants?
Sample companies:

WhErE thEy Work

Most coMMon job tItlEs

AdvErtIsIng AgEncIEs:

Ogilvy & Mather
Saatchi & Saatchi
SBC Advertising
Progressive Marketing Group
Barefoot Creative 

book PublIcAtIons:

Harper Collins
Simon & Schuster
Scholastic
McGraw-Hill Education
Bloomsbury Publishing

EdItorIAl PublIcAtIons:

Condé Nast
Haymarket Media Group
Modern Luxury 
IPC Media
Sinauer Associates, Inc 

In-housE dEsIgn: 

Texas Creative
Catapult Marketing
Amsterdam Worldwide
Urban Design Group
Creative Crossroads

Intro
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2013 Industry Trends

Intro

“grItty” Photos:       

“I like the influx of young photographers whose images have a gritty, raw, and unpolished look. 
It's a direct contrast to the highly polished, perfectly lit, composited trend of the last few years.” 

- Creative Director, Advertising Agency

PErsonAl ProjEcts: 

“I’ve been taking note of when a photographer’s personal project creates a new style or new 
trend in the industry. Great examples of this are from photographers like Ryan McGinley, 
Winkler Noah, and Chris Jordan.”

- Art Producer, Advertising Agency

FIltErIng & old cAMErAs:

“Obviously we see the filtered effects like Instagram taking a major role in the industry 
these days. But we’re also seeing the use of older, more vintage cameras, which are inspir-
ing creatives to do some great things.” 

- Art Director, Design Agency

lEss stAgIng:

“I like the reportage approach to photography we’re seeing, even in advertising. There’s a 
trend in capturing people in their natural state, without being too staged.” 

- Art Buyer, Advertising Agency

Photo buyers spend hours each week looking at photography. They consume photos all day 
long on websites, tablets, smartphones, in print and through their inboxes.  For this reason, 
buyers have their finger on the pulse of creative shifts and growing trends in the industry. 

So we asked: What are the new trends in the photography industry that excite you? Here 
were a few responses that stood out. A major theme: Buyers see a shift toward more “natu-
ral” and unstaged photography.

http://ryanmcginley.com/photographs/
http://www.winkler-noah.it/178110
http://www.chrisjordan.com/gallery/rtn/#unsinkable
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We asked photo buyers to tell us about the trends they see when it comes to their own 
photography budgets. 75.6% said that compared to 2012, their budgets were staying the 
same or increasing. This may be contrary to what most might think, especially as some no-
table publications like the Chicago Sun-Times made news when they laid off their entire 
photography department this year. Here’s the exact breakdown of buyers’ budget trends.

Budget Trends

Of the 24.7% who said their budgets were increasing, the majority were from advertising 
agencies (47.2%), design agencies (18.1%), and corporations (14.5%). 25.3% of buyers 
from editorial publications also said that their budgets were decreasing.

We also asked: Do you have separate photography budgets for online and print needs? 

Intro

budgEt trEnds

Although 55.9% of those surveyed said “No,” they don’t have separate photography budgets 
for online and print needs, 54.5% of editorial photo buyers said they do. This means that if an 
editorial buyer does want to license your work, you must know how and in what format they 
plan to publish your photos. These days, most magazines will also want to use the pictures 
on their website and in the tablet version of their publication, in addition to a print version. 

But there may be other things editorial clients want as well. For example, do they want 
to be able to reuse the pictures in future editions of their magazine? How about foreign 
edition use? Promotional use? Article reprint use? Other third-party usage? Some pho-
tographers will naively give away these additional rights without knowing that they’re of-
ten worth more than the original shoot, and without knowing that buyers have separate 
budgets for print and online needs. 

If you want magazine and editorial photography to be a significant part of your business, 
you’d be well served to make yourself aware of all these factors in order to get full value 
for your efforts during negotiation.

http://cnnphotos.blogs.cnn.com/2013/06/21/we-are-the-chicago-sun-times-photography-department/
http://cnnphotos.blogs.cnn.com/2013/06/21/we-are-the-chicago-sun-times-photography-department/
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gEt rEFErrAls FroM EstAblIshEd PhotogrAPhErs

“Work with other established photographers who are willing to make referrals. We’ll work 
with unknown photographers if a reputable photographer makes a good recommendation.” 

- Senior Designer, Corporation

don’t PItch on closIng dAy

“Know the ins and outs of the magazine, book, website, or agency you want to work for and 
be sure to note the photography and photographers that they use in your outreach. If you’re 
pitching an editorial client, be sure to know their closing schedule, and never call or email 
on that day. Your message will get lost.”  

- Photo Editor, Editorial Publication

IMProvE your sEo

“Many photographers don’t realize how important Search Engine Optimization (SEO) is. 
If I want to hire a photographer, it means I’m looking for something pretty obscure and will 
always turn first to Google to see if there’s someone who specializes in that niche.” 

- Editorial Photo Editor, Textbook Publication

nEtWork

“Go to all photo events. That may seem like an outdated idea, but industry events are where 
I try to go to find fresh new photographers to hire.” 

- Art Producer, Advertising Agency

Attracting Buyers With Increasing Photo Budgets

Intro

Want to attract buyers with rising photo budgets? Here are four tips that may not have oc-
curred to you, direct from buyers who cited an influx of money coming their way. 



PArt I:

Hiring Photographers 
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What are the major factors that influence a buyer’s decision to hire a photographer or 
license his or her work? Because getting a gig is more competitive than ever, this year we 
targeted our questions to ask buyers more in-depth questions about their hiring habits, 
including when they’re most inclined to bring on new talent for a job. 

We asked: About how many shoots do you hire photographers for per year? 

Hiring Photographers 

EdItorIAl buyErs hIrE thE Most, FolloWEd by buyErs FroM AdvErtIsIng AgEncIEs

36.4% of buyers from editorial publications hire photographers for 40+ shoots a year. Of 
this group, 95.4% also said that hiring a photographer based or his or her location is very 
or somewhat important to their decision. According to one photo editor, “A photographer’s 
location is crucial to his or her chances of getting hired, so please put your location in the 
subject line of your emails and on your website.” 

34.4% of buyers from advertising agencies need photographers for about 20 - 30 shoots 
a year. This same percentage of buyers also reported increasing photography budgets, as 
compared to 2012. Says one art director from an advertising agency, “The best way to get 
hired is to present a strong website that shows you have a clear focus that fits my needs.”

PArt I

61.4%

18.6%

9.6%
3.0%

7.5%
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Who’s hiring for video?
Despite only 22.3% reporting ‘Yes,’ 46.6% (more than double) of buyers from advertis-
ing agencies said it’s important to hire a photographer who can also shoot video. Note 
also that 30% of photo buyers who say video skills are important to their hiring process 
typically spend 5 minutes or more on a new photographer’s website. So, if you have video 
skills to show off, a healthy percentage of buyers will take enough time on your website 
to really view both your still and motion work.

Do Video Skills Get You a Gig?
We asked: Is it important to hire a photographer who can also shoot video? Buyers said:

PArt I
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commissioning work
The majority of buyers (56.2%) hire photographers for assignment or commissioned 
shoots. We learned that the top places buyers go to find photographers to commission 
are photography representatives, agencies, or directories, directly from independent pho-
tographer websites, through a colleague’s recommendations, major search engines, in-
spiration drawers, email or direct mail they’ve received, social media, and industry blogs.

oF thosE Who turn FIrst to A PhotogrAPhEr’s WEbsItE to FInd PhotogrAPhErs, 
WE lEArnEd: 

 » 34.4% are from design agencies, and hold titles including Art Producer and Cre-
ative Director.

 » 35.2% spend 2-3 minutes looking at the photographer’s website. 

 » 82% view images on a desktop (vs. a laptop, iPad, smartphone, or printed book)

 » These same buyers ranked easy navigation, fast load time, and clear contact infor-
mation as the most important elements of a photographer’s website. 

Where Do Buyers Find Photographers and Photography?

PArt I

We also asked: Outside of stock websites, please rank the places you turn to find im-
ages for licensing purposes. 
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Photographers want to break into the industry, but will buyers take a chance to hire 
someone new? We wanted to know, so we asked: Do you typically hire new photogra-
phers to work with, or those you’ve worked with in the past? 

Do Buyers Hire New Photographers?

A look At thosE Who hIrE nEW tAlEnt:

49.7% of buyers who try to hire new photographers spend 4 minutes or more looking at 
an independent photographer’s website. 88.3% of this group also said they dedicate time 
to reviewing unsolicited marketing pitches, especially those that are relevant to their needs. 

A look At thosE Who sAy “It dEPEnds”:

From the 21.6% who said the choice to hire a new photographer often depends, we asked 
them to explain why. Here’s what a few had to say: 

“It depends on the project. Some photographers are right for a client because we use them 
time and time again. But sometimes, on a new project, we want a fresh new look, so we will 
actively seek out someone with a cool, new style that hasn't been seen a lot.”      

- Copywriter, Advertising Agency

PArt I

“It really depends on where the photo subject is located. Photographers are hired due to 
their geographic location, so that’s often the deciding factor.” 

- Photo Editor, Editorial Publication

“If there's a new kind of need, I seek photographers who seem strongest in that category 
rather than sticking with one I've worked with before who doesn't happen to do that 
kind of work.”

 - Freelance Graphic Designer
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Photo buyers are busy and pressed for time. Considering their tight schedules, we wanted 
to get a sense of how much time each week they spend actively searching for photographers. 

So we asked: On average, how much time do you spend in a week actively searching 
for talent?

We learned that the largest percentage of buyers (38.9%) spend less than an hour actively 
looking for new talent.  This means that you need to be highly targeted with your market-
ing, so that when they need someone like you, your work immediately comes to mind. 

oF thosE Who sPEnd 12+ hours A WEEk sEArchIng For tAlEnt, WE lEArnEd:  

 » 20% of this group is made up of editorial photo editors. These buyers hold titles 
including Art Producer, Art Director, and Photo Editor. 

 » 60% have discovered new talent through social media.

 » 75% turn to photography representatives, agencies or directories first to find pho-
tographers for commissioned shoots. 

For third-party help on getting found, check out an organization like Wonderful Machine, 
which helps photographers create a highly visible brand to a wide range of quality clients. 

PArt I

Do Buyers Search For New Talent?

http://blog.wonderfulmachine.com/how-we-help-photographers/
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We asked: When hiring a new photographer, how important is his or her location to 
your decision?

Is a Photographer’s Location Key to Getting Hired?

PArt I

FroM thosE Who sAy A PhotogrAPhEr’s locAtIon Is vEry IMPortAnt to gEttIng hIrEd:

 » Before anything else, these buyers turn first to colleagues for recommendations on 
who to hire. 

 » Many described that a common marketing mistake photographers make is not 
mentioning his or her location on their website, email subject line, or anywhere 
within their email promo. 

 » Many mentioned that location is also a huge obstacle in finding a photographer 
that fits their needs. They noted that location matters to their decision to hire 
because they often don’t have the budget to pay for additional travel expenses. So, 
being in that small town in Montana may work to your advantage—just be sure to 
list it on your site!
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Photographers often use email to attract attention from potential clients. This is for good 
reason—email is the most direct and inexpensive way to a buyer’s screen. With that being 
said, it’s also no secret that only using email to get in touch can derail your chances for the 
powerful impression that comes with a face-to-face meeting. Meetings can inspire collabo-
ration, great ideas, and new opportunities. So, with the power of an in-person conversation 
in mind, we asked buyers: In general, do you take in-person meetings with photogra-
phers before you hire them for the first time? 

Do Buyers Take In-Person Meetings?

We caught up with commercial photography team David Walter Banks and Kendrick 

Brinson of Brinson Banks, who have worked with clients including Tiffany & Co., Vitamin 

Water, TIME Magazine, The New York Times Magazine, GQ, The FADER, Mother Jones, and 

Forbes. David and Kendrick shared how they prepare for in-person client meetings and 

tailor their portfolios to a client needs. Check out their tips in PhotoShelter’s recent guide, 

Creating a Successful Photography Portfolio.

tIP

Who takes the most in-person meetings?

 » 40% of buyers from advertising agencies and 27% of buyers from design agencies 
take in-person meetings before hiring photographers for the first time.

 » The majority of buyers who take meetings hire photographers for between 0-10 
shoots a year. This may mean the shoots are larger, more important productions, so 
finding the right photographer is especially important.

 » Almost half of the participants said email was the best way for a new photographer 
to pitch themselves initially before sitting down in person. 

 » These buyers also cited “easy navigation” as the most important element of a pho-
tographer’s website.

PArt I

http://davidwalterbanks.com/
http://kendrickbrinson.com/
http://kendrickbrinson.com/
http://www.photoshelter.com/mkt/research/creating-a-successful-photography-portfolio
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We asked: Do photographers’ personal projects weigh in on your decision to hire 
him or her?

How Important Are Personal Projects?

FroM thosE Who sAId “no, nEvEr”:

 » 50% hire primarily for still photography usage.

 » 40% spend less than an hour each week looking for new talent.

 » 36% hire only photographers they’ve worked with in the past.

 » Close to 30% of buyers from editorial publications specifically said personal proj-
ects don’t weigh in their decision to hire a photographer.

FroM thosE Who sAId “yEs, All thE tIME”: 

 » These buyers ranked photographers’ independent websites as the #1 place they turn 
to find photographers for commissioned shoots.

 » 60% said they sometimes try to hire new photographers, vs. those they’ve worked 
with in the past.

 » 0% ranked their iPhone, Android or iPad as the #1 way they view a photogra-
pher’s images.

 » 45% said they’ve discovered new photographers through social media. This means 
that if you want to attract buyers with your personal projects, you should make sure 
you have a presence on social media networks like Facebook, Twitter and Insta-
gram. Also use hashtags to tag your work so buyers can search and find you faster. 

•	 Jennifer Kilberg, Creative Consultant at Agency Access encourages photographers to 

be prepared to show personal work during in-person meetings because it’s a great 

icebreaker and conversation piece. Because it’s so easy to show work on an iPad, it 

lets your potential clients learn more about your personality and creative process, 

separate from your assignment work. 

•	 Saint Louis-based editorial photographer Jonathan Gayman turned his personal proj-

ect on lunch trays into a paying gig by including shots in his portfolio. Learn how he 

did it in this guide Creating a Successful Photography Portfolio.

tIPs

PArt I

http://jonathangayman.com/
http://www.photoshelter.com/mkt/research/creating-a-successful-photography-portfolio
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PErsonAlIty

“Personality and a photographer’s lack of interest can be major obstacles, believe it or not. 
We have found artists based on their work, but once we have a call to get to know him or 
her better, their personality can sway our decision.”  

- Art Buyer, Marketing Agency

We asked: What is the biggest obstacle you encounter in finding a photographer that fits your needs? 39% of buyers cited price and budget as their biggest issue. But, other factors 
including personality, location, inability to collaborate, and scheduling were also major roadblocks to finding the best person for the job. Direct from buyers, here are the 6 obstacles 
that can get between a photographer and a buyer:

lAck oF drIvE

“It’s an obstacle to find someone who is as passionate about the project as we are. I un-
derstand they’re doing a job, but I don’t want someone who is just checking off shots on 
the shot list, I want them to want to get it right.” 

- Creative Director, Marketing Agency

locAtIon

“Geography is a big one. I don’t have budgets that will allow for travel in many cases, so 
I have to go with a local photographer or opt for stock. ” 

- Creative Director, Marketing Agency

FrEsh IdEAs

“It’s a challenge to find someone who has a look that is cool and new and who stands out 
from the others. It’s really a dime a dozen.” 

- Copywriter, Advertising Agency

schEdulIng

“Scheduling can be a big deal breaker. Most of my clients are on very tight budgets and 
schedules with limited free time. If a photographer is not available on the date my client 
needs, I cannot hire him or her.” 

- Creative Director, Design Agency 

5 Obstacles to Getting Hired

PArt I



PArt II:

Marketing to Buyers
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Targeted marketing can be tricky, especially when you’re so pressed for time. But as you 
know, marketing is essential to your business success. If no one knows about your great 
work, how do you expect to bring in new business and make money?

Today, one of the fastest ways to reach a potential client can be through social media. 
So to find out if this strategy works, we asked buyers: Have you ever discovered a new 
photographer through social media?

Finding Photographers on Social Media

•	 Map out a schedule for posting on social networks. When you post regularly, people are 

more inclined to interact with you through comments, likes, and shares.  Want to know 

the best times of day to post? Check out this article from the Creative Freelancer Blog. 

•	 When sharing links on sites like Facebook, Twitter and Google+, use a free service 

like bitly or the Google URL Shortener to shorten your URLs. These services let you 

track clicks so you can keep tabs on which links are gaining the most traction.

tIPs

Who’s on Instagram?
When we asked this same question in 2012, Instagram wasn’t even on the list of plat-
forms we listed for buyers to choose from. But today, it’s a serious contender for helping 
photographers get found. We discovered, for example, that 55% of editorial buyers who 
said they find photographers through social media, discover them through Instagram.

PArt II

Of those who answered no, 42.8% spend less than an hour a week actively searching for 
talent and 67.4% hire photographers for less than 10 shoots a year. Many of these buyers 
come from design agencies, book publications and corporations.  

Of those who answered yes, we asked: Through which social media platform did you 
find them? (Buyers were encouraged to choose all that apply.)

http://www.howdesign.com/design-business/self-promotion/best-times-to-post-on-social-networks/
https://bitly.com/
http://goo.gl/
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short And condEnsEd coPy

“A small amount of copy is best, as we don’t have too much time to read through all newslet-
ters and pitches we receive every day. Photography is a visual industry, so your photographs 
should speak for themselves. Also, don’t overload the recipient more than once a month.”

- Art Buyer, Advertising Agency

rElEvAnt subjEct lInEs

“The subject line is king. And whatever you do, please don’t be cheesy! Copywriters can’t 
handle a terrible pun, it will turn us off immediately. Just be short and sweet.” 

- Copywriter, Design Agency

lInk to your sItE And blog

“I prefer receiving an email with a direct link to the photographer’s website and blog. This 
may sound obvious, but sometimes photographers neglect to do so. With a direct link, I 
can then easily share your work with an art director or an editor.” 

- Art Buyer, Book Publication 

consIstEnt brAndIng

“Be a good editor of your images. If you’re not, ask a visually oriented friend. It’s very 
important that you are consistent with the look and feel between your emails, promos, 
and your website.  As much as I’m sick of the word ‘branding,’ it’s important to have a 
consistent tone across your platforms of communication.” 

- Director of Photography, Editorial Publication

We asked: “Do you accept unsolicited marketing pieces, email, etc. from photogra-
phers, reps and stock libraries?” 71.7% of buyers said they look at any that seem relevant 
to their needs. Yet, in their open-ended responses, buyers also told us that photographers’ 
email pitches are often impersonal and fall flat because they don’t demonstrate a clear 
knowledge of their company and photography needs. 

So we followed up and asked, “Please describe the qualities of photographers’ email 
promotions that capture your attention and elicit a positive response.” Direct from 
buyers, here are 7 factors that will help get their attention in an email:  

PErsonAlIzAtIon

“Make sure your email comes across as genuine. This means don’t act like a used car sales-
man with gimmicky phrases and subject lines. Make the email personal, we can smell a 
form letter in seconds.” 

- Creative Director, Advertising Agency

IMAgEs At thE toP

“Include exceptional images and make sure they’re placed at the top of the email. I will 
only scroll through your email if the visuals interest me. A giant headline at the top won’t 
reel me in, images will.” 

- Art Director, Design Agency

clEAn PrEsEntAtIon 

“Your email must have a clean presentation and avoid a cluttered look and feel. Don’t 
include too many images, be sure to mention my name in the salutation, and make sure 
your subject lines are short and descriptive.” 

- Production Manager, Book Publication

Email Marketing: 7 Tips That Work

PArt II
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but, PostcArds cAn Work 
“Subject matter and size are important. We get a lot of mail, so it’s easier to keep a post-
card size promo or a magazine newsletter size promo. Oddly, the stuff in between doesn’t 
always work.” 

- Art Buyer, Advertising Agency

“I know they’re overdone, but I really do like postcards. I like receiving direct mail with 
strong images, and not necessarily ones that feel too commercial. In terms of actual con-
tent, it’s good to mention a campaign but it’s also great to use images that are of high 
quality and show some personal work.” 

- Art Buyer, Advertising Agency

Direct Mail Marketing: 3 Tips That Work

PArt II

Direct mail marketing is an expensive undertaking, so photographers should have a plan 
in mind before getting started to avoid wasting time and money. So we asked: Please 
describe the qualities of photographers’ direct mail promotions that capture your at-
tention and elicit a positive response. 

Here are the top 3 tips from buyers to get their attention:

IMAgEs MAttEr Most

“It’s all about the imagery. Show me what you do and remember that one shot is never 
enough. If your direct mail piece can give me a very clear understanding of what you do 
without leaving me with questions, then I’m a happy camper.” 

- Art Producer, Design Agency

“A direct mail piece doesn’t depend as much on the quality or size as it does on the im-
age and typography. I don’t need fancy envelopes or multi-page glossy hard bound books. 
If the image is memorable, I will put it up on my wall or in my box of promos to keep.” 

- Photo Editor, Editorial Publication

crEAtE soMEthIng PEoPlE WAnt to kEEP

“Coffee table books that make me want to actually take it home and put on my own table 
are always great. I know they’re expensive, but I think there are unique ways to produce 
books these days that can really leave a lasting impression.” 

- VP, Production Director, Marketing Agency

“Send anything handy like a stress ball. I will always keep something practical.” 
- Copywriter, Advertising Agency
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Photographers often have just one shot to impress those looking to hire, so it’s important 
to make it count. Unfortunately, many photographers make mistakes when promoting 
themselves to buyers and spoil their chances of breaking in. To help you avoid some of 
these common pitfalls, we asked: “Please describe the common mistakes photogra-
phers make when promoting themselves to you.”

Here are the 6 major mistakes photographers typically make when promoting their work 
to buyers:

Poor WEbsItE

“If you send me a link to your website and your site is slow to render, has poor navigation, 
and feels cluttered, you’ve lost the chance to impress me.” 

- Creative Director, Marketing Agency

IMPErsonAl outrEAch

“Don’t send me an email to the info@ email address listed on our company website. This 
tells me that you didn’t take the time to research me or what we do. If you do some dig-
ging, you can find my email and address your note to me directly. ” 

- Art Buyer, Marketing Agency

lAck oF knoWlEdgE

“Photographers should have an idea of what we do and make a reference to that when 
reaching out. For example, they could write to me, ‘I know you’re a niche agency special-
izing in Senior Living Communities and I have a lot of experience in that area that I 
would like to show you.’ An email like that will not be a waste of my time.” 

- Producer, Marketing Agency

too sAlEsy

“Photographers can be overly salesy, which is a big red flag about their personality. We 
often have to hire someone who we need to spend time with for days at a time. We don’t 
want to hang out with someone who acts like a pushy salesman all the time.” 

- Creative Director, Advertising Agency

lAck oF PosItIonIng 
“Photographers make mistakes when they don’t clearly position themselves in their out-
reach. I need to know what type of photographer they are and their style. If it looks like 
they are all over the place, I can’t be confident that they can do my job well.” 

- Art Director, Advertising Agency

PrIcE

“Photographers with prices that are too high can be a mistake in the sense that it im-
mediately eliminates their chances of getting hired. The reality is that we have restricting 
budgets. It’s really the elephant in the room.” 

- Creative Director, Design Agency

6 Common Mistakes Photographers Make When 
Pitching Buyers

PArt II
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We asked: How important is it that a photographer demonstrates knowledge about 
your company when they pitch their work to you? 61.6% of buyers said a photographer’s 
knowledge about what they do was somewhat or very important.  Here’s the breakdown:

Is a Photographer’s Company Knowledge Important?

We heard over and over, buyers do not like it when photographers pitch them blankly, 
with no clear understanding of who they are, what they do, and their needs for photog-
raphy.  As one Creative Supervisor from a Marketing Agency said, “In order to get hired, 
photographers must have a better understanding of our business needs and show work 
that complements or enhances what we do.”

PArt II

•	 Sign up for your clients’ newsletters or blog RSS feeds and carve out 15 minutes to 

skim the updates every day or select a time you’ll peruse them 2-3x a week. To make 

it easier, create a folder to file them all. Don’t delete these without reading—you 

signed up for a reason!

•	 Create Google Alerts for your clients (or the clients you want) to keep track of when 

and where they’re mentioned online.

•	 Do research on your clients’ industries. As you learn more, ask yourself, “Is there 

an opportunity for my services to help improve the way they do business?” If the 

answer is yes, follow up and pitch your idea.

•	 Use information you find about a client, for example a new product they’ve launched 

or big hire they made, as an excuse to reconnect. Referencing these items lets the 

client know you are interested and invested in a long-term relationship.

•	 A database service like the one offered through Agency Access will have all the in-

formation you need about what brands and accounts a company has worked with in 

the past, so you can determine whether or not your work is a good fit. This eliminates 

lengthy legwork on your end.

tIPs

http://www.google.com/alerts
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Your website is your most important business tool. In one click, potential clients can get 
a solid hold of what you do, including the products and services you provide, your spe-
cialty, your aesthetic, your brand, your personality, and more. In this year’s survey, we were 
pleasantly surprised that many buyers spend a considerable amount of time on your site.

We asked: In general, how much time do you spend looking at a photographer’s web-
site as you’re searching to hire, license or commission work?

We also asked: Beyond the photographs, what are the most important elements of a 
photographer’s website?

Who’s taking their time on your site?
40.7% of buyers from advertising agencies and 25.9% of buyers from design agencies 
spend 5 minutes or more looking at a photographer’s website as they search to hire. These 
buyers also ranked fast load time, easy navigation and clear contact information as the 
most important elements to a photographer’s website. 

•	 To help inform what part of your site to tackle first, use a tool like Google Analytics 

to track which content is the most and least compelling to new visitors.

•	 Buyers are busy, which is why your site needs to load quickly. PhotoShelter’s new 

Beam portfolio websites are designed to load quickly for optimal performance. 

They’re engineered to present their rich visual presentations as quickly and ef-

ficiently as possible. Advanced techniques such as dynamic load optimization, 

pre-fetching, priority queuing and client device detection help deliver a responsive 

experience on both desktop computers and tablet devices. 

tIPs

Websites & File Delivery

PArt III

http://www.google.com/analytics/
http://www.photoshelter.com/beam/
http://www.photoshelter.com/beam/
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We asked: How many images do you like to see in a printed or online portfolio?

How Many Images Should Go in Your Portfolio?

•	 73.3% of buyers like to see between 10 - 30 images in a photographer’s online or 

printed portfolio. This means that a focused niche and a tightly edited portfolio are 

key. Find out from visual storyteller Eduardo Angel how to develop a storyline and 

edit images down to a final portfolio, plus get tips to improve the overall quality of 

your images. Watch the video.

•	 Photographers are often too attached to their work to edit objectively, so consider 

outside consultants as a source for review. Consultant Neil Binkley has a great multi-

part series on the Agency Access Lab on how to manage and maintain your portfolio 

across all mediums. 

•	 Consultants can help you look at your portfolio with a critical eye and appeal to your 

target audience. For example, Jasmine DeFoore has 20+ years of experience in the 

industry as a photo editor, rep, art producer, and more. She breaks down how to get or-

ganized and build an inspiring portfolio that attracts those looking to hire. Read more.

tIPs

PArt III

http://blog.photoshelter.com/2013/05/video-interview-editing-your-online-portfolio-with-eduardo-angel/
http://lab.agencyaccess.com/blog/?Author=Neil%20Binkley
http://lab.agencyaccess.com/blog/?Author=Neil%20Binkley
http://blog.photoshelter.com/2013/02/video-interview-with-jasmine-defoore-get-organized-build-a-better-portfolio/
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We asked: How do you prefer photos you’ve licensed or commissioned to be delivered 
to you? 

doWnloAdIng IMAgEs onlInE: Photo buyers increasingly prefer images delivered via a 
downloadable link online. This year 82.7% of buyers noted this delivery as their preference, 
which is a 7% increase from 2012.

How Do Buyers Like Images Delivered?
We asked: In general, how quickly do you need photos delivered to you after a shoot?

oF thosE Who nEEd Photos dElIvErEd In 24 hours or lEss:

 » Buyers ranked photographers’ ability to deliver results on time and ability to go above 
and beyond as what they value most about a photographer’s work ethic, post shoot. 

 » 56% hire photographers for 10 or less shoots a year. 

 » 83.1% like to have images they’ve licensed or commissioned delivered by down-
loading online.

PArt III
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When it comes to a photographer’s personality and working relationship, we asked 
two questions: What makes working with a photographer a pleasant experience? and 
What makes working with a photographer a negative experience? Buyers told us again 
and again that “attitude is everything” and can really make or a break their decision to 
hire (or re-hire) a photographer. Here’s what else we learned:

Working With Photographers

“Attitude is king. Obviously their talent and ability to take picture is a necessity, but a 
photographer’s attitude and personality goes a long way. He or she could take amazing 
images, but if they aren't fun to work with, I bet I could find someone to replace them.” 

- Photo Editor, Editorial Publication

“The best photographers I've worked with are quick and sharp. They know to deliver projects 
beyond expectations, and bring a welcomed perspective to what we’re working on.  The most 
talented photographers can be that creative quickly, and still stay within time and budget.” 

- VP Production Director, Ad Agency

 » Flexible

 » Receptive to criticism

 » Committed

 » Professional

 » Creative

 » Collaborative

 » Fast

 » Sharp and fully understand the brief

 » Experts

 » Open-minded

 » Humble

 » Attentive to detail

 » A problem solver

 » Able to stay within budget

buyErs don’t lIkE PhotogrAPhErs Who ArE: 

 » Disrespectful

 » Late and miss deadlines

 » In a bad mood

 » “Divas”

 » Poor listeners

 » Unable to collaborate 

 » Unprepared

 » Unprofessional

 » Unskilled in their art and technical ability

 » Unable to manage their time well 

 » A “clock-watcher”

“If photographers are inefficient with set-up, unprepared, and don't present a profes-
sional attitude and demeanor in front of my business partners, this reflects poorly on me 
and my team. I can’t have that.” 

- Creative Director, Corporation

“Ego, poor time management, poor communication skills, lack of flexibility and resource-
fulness, unkempt studio, a negative attitude and of course, poor photography skills, are 
the worst qualities a photographer can have.” 

- Creative Director, Editorial Publication

buyErs lIkE PhotogrAPhErs Who ArE:

PArt Iv
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hAvE A grEAt WEbsItE

“For me, it's all about the website. A photographer’s site should be enjoyable to view, easy 
to navigate, provide contact information and showcase quality work.” 

- Program Assistant, Non-Profit

bAlAncE your vIsIon WIth collAborAtIon

“Listen carefully to the brief and don't be afraid to bring your own style and make rec-
ommendations. After all, that's usually what you've been hired to do. But you also must 
know how to be collaborative when necessary. If you're not sure about what's required, 
ask, and don't stop asking until you are sure.” 

- Creative Director, Digital Agency

sEnd FrIEndly rEMIndErs

“Try and build a relationship, even if that means only emailing me every quarter so the 
details are 'fresh' in my mind and I think of you first when a project pops up.” 

- Account Manager, Design Agency

bE A storytEllEr

“Exhibit an ability to capture a narrative, not just the ability to technically shoot and post 
produce. Make your photos honest and thoughtful.”  

- Senior Design, Design Agency

FInd A rEP

“Get yourself introduced to the reps and take their advice on how to progress your career. 
Right now a photography rep is still the best advocate for an up and coming photogra-
pher. I rarely have time to get involved with a new photographer to train them, etc.” 

- VP, Production Director, Marketing Agency

bE your oWn brAnd AdvocAtE

“Spread the word! As a photographer, you are your brand, so you must make yourself 
seen and heard. This means you should share your work across social media platforms, 
try to lock down meetings with art editors and art buyers. You want people to recognize 
you for your work, but always remember that being a nice person is one of the best ways 
to be remembered.”  

- Art Buyer, Advertising Agency

6 Tips for Breaking Into the Industry 

•	 Do your homework. Know who you are going after, research, and study them. If 

you’re going after a sports magazine, for example, pick up a few of their recent 

issues, then write an email commenting on what you’ve seen. “Receiving emails 

like this went a long way for me when I worked at Runner’s World Magazine,” says 

Andrea Maurio, Creative Consultant at Agency Access. “I was always grateful when a 

photographer noticed articles and images. The fact that they took the time to review 

what we did made me keep them on the top of my mind.”

•	 If you’re just breaking in, finding representation can be a challenge. For tips on work-

ing with an agent and understanding what reps look for in a photographer, check 

out this interview with Agency Access consultant Amanda Sosa Stone.

tIP

We couldn’t let buyers get away without asking them their final thoughts on what photographers can do to get hired for the first time. So we asked: What tips do you have for pho-
tographers trying to break in and get hired by you or have you license their work? Here are 6 major takeaways:

PArt Iv

http://creativegritmedia.com/2013/08/13/creative-grit-podcast-episode-3/
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Stephen Diamond is the Executive Director of Photography for Scholastic Inc., one 
of the world’s largest children’s media companies. Stephen, who has over twenty five 
years of experience working in publishing and media acquisition, manages a staff 
tasked with sourcing or licensing content from hundreds of sources. 
“We are fairly voracious consumers of visual content, from motion to illustration, photography and fine art,” which, according to Ste-
phen, is procured by him and his staff for a client base of about 250 internal Scholastic holdings. This client base of designers and editors 
are the ones who create the myriad materials the media company puts out. Stephen chatted with us about the way he interacts with both 
individual photographers as well as agencies, and gave us some tips for any photographer looking to pitch a director of photography for 
a large media company such as Scholastic. 

What makes a good hire for Scholastic? 
A great hire for Scholastic really starts with finding someone based in an ideal geographic location. If it’s a photographer that we need 
in Missouri, we have to go to Missouri to get that photographer. Then it’s an issue of portfolio—what is the quality of the work, can 
they deliver the shoot we need? And then it’s about pricing and rights. There are so many parameters. Some photographers may not 
be affordable to us, some may not give us the rights we need.

We get a sense of the photographer by their flexibility too. If you’re talking to someone on the phone who is rigid and not willing to 
accommodate the client at all—that’s not a good business person. If someone is willing to be cordial, they’re really on top of details 
and it’s clear that they really want the business, those things speak very loudly about the photographer.

Once you’ve found a photographer in the right location, what do you look for in their portfolio?
I’d like to say that we can see the quality of the photography in any portfolio, but the images really have to be related to the shoot 
that we need done. We’ll send links from the portfolio to the client and if it’s an editorial job we’re going to send links to examples 
of editorial work in the portfolio. If the photographer does architecture but can do editorial reportage, well, unless they have a lot of 
proof of that we’re not going to take the risk.

Tips from Scholastic Inc.

Stephen Diamond, Executive Director of 
Photography, Scholastic Inc.

www.scholastic.com

ProFIlEs

http://www.scholastic.com/home/
http://www.scholastic.com/home/
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ProFIlEs

I think it’s important 

for photographers to 

research companies and 

understand who they’re 

talking to and what their 

market is.

How do you brief a photographer before they go out on a job?
I brief them heavily. The briefing entails going over basic parameters of the shoot—the day, date and time, and then the contact shifts 
to the designer or art director who will give specific guidance to the photographer. That can even be in the form of sketches; the 
designer might show them how a cover needs to be laid out, where the logo is going to, or what they would like to see on the cover. 
We usually give the photographer a little range in terms of what we’re asking for and we like to see things all around that.

After the shoot is over, do you hear feedback from clients about the photographer’s performance?
It depends on whether it’s a local assignment and if we have an art director or designer on set. If so, we get a lot of feedback. Oth-
erwise we might just hear about the quality of the work. The client will say ‘the shoot was fantastic,’ ‘they got what we needed,’ ‘the 
photographer was a pleasure to work with.’ Or, they’ll say that the shoot didn’t go well. That’s bad news for us because we’ve led the 
client to a source that’s not providing a good service. 

At the end of the day, if we don’t know a photographer we make it clear to the client that we’re working at a bit of a disadvantage—
and we’re basing the hire on the photographer’s portfolio alone.

What form of marketing do you think is most effective for getting work at Scholastic—email, direct mail promos, calls or in person meetings?
I get a little of all these things—direct mail, email, calls, you name it. Sometimes people will actually come in to present their work. Typically 
I don’t look at portfolios when people come in because it can be such a hit or miss situation. It doesn’t always work out that the person who 
comes in is the right person for that particular job, but I always keep in mind that they may be a good fit for a job in the future. 

If a photographer really makes an impact, someone is going to remember them and will contact them for the next opportunity.

Do you like it when a photographer keeps in touch and sends newsletters showcasing new work?
I do. I keep a file with the cities of photographers that I’ve received emails from. If someone says they need a photographer in St. 
Louis, for example, I’ll first check who is available in my file.

How do you feel about direct mail promos?
We used to keep a folder in the office of things that we got in the mail, but it just became too cumbersome. People just don’t want to 
sift through cards as much as they used to. A really good card can still make an impact, however. 

We get a lot of cards from people whose work really wouldn't be a fit for us. Their emphasis might be on something we don’t have a 
need for—I get a surprising amount of promos from people who are food photographers or product or architecture photographers. 
We just don’t need much of that and if we do we’ll buy stock. I understand that these mailings are very broad and photographers 
are trying to hit as many clients as they can, but for us that’s just not an area where we’re especially active. I think it’s important for 
photographers to research companies and understand who they’re talking to and what their market is.
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What is that you’re primarily looking for?
At Scholastic, we’re looking for editorially oriented photographers. We need good portraiture. We need someone who can go into a 
school and take pictures of kids. Sometimes we’ll need a photographer who can bring in a stylist and makeup artist to shoot kids all 
day for various ad campaigns.

What should photographers know about working with a publisher like Scholastic?
Be as flexible as you can because companies need broader rights than they used to. There are so many applications for photography 
now—if it’s a shoot for a book and we need to make an e-book, we would need to have all rights granted up front, and we would want 
those rights for a long time. That means we might ask for a Work Made for Hire release, and some photographers are unwilling to 
sign that. It makes it hard for us to work with them. Others are tied to very high day rates or creative fees and that sometimes just 
doesn’t work for us.

It’s important for photographers to understand what publishers are trying to do. It’s not as though we’re trying to get something for 
nothing, but we need certain rights now. Sometimes our reasons for not being able to pay are not that we’re being cheap. We’re creating 
a lot of digital products that are not monetized the way print products are. We haven’t mastered how to make money off this content 
like so many print publishers. Much goes to derivative, print sales. We just don’t have a budget for a lot of what we’re doing. We’re 
experimenting to see what’s going to make money—a lot of what we’re doing is a gamble. We’re throwing a lot against the wall to see 
what’s sticking, and not everything is.
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Brad Smith knows his sports photography. He is Director of Photography at Sports 
Illustrated (SI ) and served as the senior sports photography editor at The New York 
Times for 12 years. He talked to us about what he likes to see in a photographer’s 
portfolio, the types of images (and photographers) he’s looking for, and why.
What makes a good freelance hire for SI?

I have three major needs. First, and most importantly, I look for somebody who has really good, unique and visually interesting 
content that shows they have a relationship with the subject. I want to know that a photographer has a knack for photography, that 
it’s not all about technique and post-production. Photographers fall into that trap. They rely on certain technology, cameras, lighting 
or Photoshop, etc. That’s all important, but you have to have some kind of a relationship with a subject to show something a little 
more organic.

Second, I look at a photographer’s location. If you live in the middle of someplace where I have no photographers, suddenly you be-
come much more interesting. I can’t fly everybody around the world. 

Third, and this is incredibly important, is someone’s “maintenance value.” By that I mean, are you the person who’s going to call 
me 15 times because you can’t find a bagel store and you wanted to bring bagels to the photo shoot? Or are you going to figure out 
how to find the bagel store on your own. As a photographer, you must be able to problem solve for everything from equipment 
issues to general logistics. I’m not interested in a photographer who needs a great deal of hand-holding. If you develop that kind 
of reputation as a photographer you’re going to get pushed aside. I’m interested in people who work hard, who get the job done 
and are professional. 

When I hire someone as a freelancer, they are representing both me and SI on that assignment. Because at the end of the day, if there’s 
an athlete we’re photographing and there’s a problem on the set, no one ever points out the photographer who was a problem—they 
point out that Sports Illustrated was the problem. Then it puts our magazine in bad light. 

Brad Smith, Director of Photography, 
Sports Illustrated

www.sportsillustrated.cnn.com

What Sports Illustrated Wants From Photographers

ProFIlEs

http://sportsillustrated.cnn.com/
http://sportsillustrated.cnn.com/
http://sportsillustrated.cnn.com/
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I put my reputation on the line every time when I call an athlete and ask them to take time out of their lives to be photographed. It’s 
not easy to be photographed; it’s time consuming. You want the experience to feel productive and somewhat enjoyable. A professional 
and efficient photographer is the key to making that happen. 

What kind of images are you looking for?
What I’m not looking for are images of people standing against a white backdrop. I’m not interested in athletes being posed, throw-
ing a ball in the air so you know that he’s a football player. I’m not interested in that. Those pictures speak more to the technique of 
the photographer, which I truly appreciate for a lot of things, but what we’re looking for at SI are images that can bring a little of the 
athlete’s life into people’s homes. I’m more interested in an environmental setting. For example, I’d much rather have a picture of a 
football player with jeans on in a pickup truck with his feet over the edge of the truck bed. I think those images are more telling, if not 
more interesting, than the actual game on Thursday. 

I am exceptionally interested in a photographer with original story ideas. That’s one thing you can’t put a value on. Some ideas might 
be cliché and some have already been done, but I remind photographers that when you pitch an idea, the worst thing that can happen 
is somebody says no. Don’t be shy about promoting story ideas. It could be something you’d like to do—like a story on how a hockey 
puck is made for example—or something you’ve already done but that can still be run. I ran plenty of feature photo essays at the Times 
when the event happened weeks or a month earlier. 

How do you handle emails from unknown photographers?
I look at almost every email unless they go into my junk folder. If someone sends me an email that says, “This is new work from Bob 
Smith,” I open it up and I look—it takes seconds. I don’t spend a lot of time with unsolicited emails, but if it’s something that captures 
my attention off the bat with a great subject line or photo, then I look up the photographer. I can tell from looking at a few of their 
pictures whether it’s something I want to pursue. If I’m not interested then I delete it. 

But you never know, there could be this one amazing picture that comes out of nowhere, from a person who lives someplace I have no 
photographers, and I think, ‘thank you, God.'

What do you want to see in a sports photographer’s portfolio?
When someone comes to show me a portfolio, they think they have to show me only sports imagery because I’m the sports editor. I’m 
all for seeing a lot of sports, and if that’s all you want to shoot, then that’s all you should be showing me. But today it’s not beneficial 
to stick to just one area. The days of me sending someone out just to shoot a game are long gone. 

At SI we’re more interested in seeing someone spend quality time with an athlete—at home, at school, with his family. It’s really impor-
tant that you can have a relationship with people. And that’s why it’s important to me that someone can shoot a portrait and also shoot 
a feature-style photo; these require a different kind of relationship. It’s one thing to stand with a 600 and shoot a football game; it’s 
another to go into someone’s home and have the sensitivity and understanding to make him comfortable enough to be photographed. 

ProFIlEs
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That’s not an easy thing to do, and the photographers who can do that are really valuable. 

I’m all for artistic, quirky and funny; I’m not saying everyone has to conform or pigeonhole themselves. I’ve worked with some pho-
tographers who you’d think are really whacky, unpredictable people. I’ve worked with David LaChapelle, for example. I’d never met 
him in my life; I just knew about his work from books. Before he came in I thought he’d bring an entourage of people and someone 
from the circus. I didn’t know. But I’m telling you, it was one of the best experiences I’ve ever had. He was easy to work with, a total 
pro. Incredibly creative, a total individual, yet when it comes time for meetings and getting to work, he knows exactly what he’s doing. 
You can learn from that.

What about a photographer’s website will turn you off?
My biggest website turnoff is when someone doesn’t have contact information. When I have to click on a link that says ‘contact me’ 
and then I have to fill out a form in order for you to call me back, I’ve lost all interest in you. If it were a date it’d be over, I’d be asking 
for the check. 

What general advice would you give to any sports photographer?
Be professional. You have to be true to yourself and who you are—don’t pretend to be someone else—but this is a business so treat it as 
a business. If you have to photograph someone at 3:00, show up at 3:00, if not a little bit before. These little things make an impression 
on people, and it comes back around that it was a good experience for the subject. 

Don’t get discouraged because people aren’t hiring you. Unless people are telling you that they won’t ever hire you, keep following up. 
What you want is to be in dialogue with people. Go to lectures, navigate through the world and start to meet people. That’s all part of 
the deal. You can’t just sit by the phone and wait for it to happen.

ProFIlEs
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Michael Bilbrey is a Senior Production Consultant for Leo Burnett, the ninth largest ad 
agency in the world, based in Chicago. Michael shared with us what it is that he looks for 
in a photographer’s portfolio, as well as how he finds new talent. Though he’s a consultant 
now, Michael was also an art buyer and producer for 20 years. Not only has he seen a lot of 
change in the way he’s marketed to, but his perspective serves as a great example of how an 
established consultant at a big agency views email marketing and social media connections. 
Who gets hired by Leo Burnett? 

We work with both individual photographers and those represented by agencies. At Leo Burnett, we look for the best talent, and we 
find it wherever we can. Being tied to an agency isn't a prerequisite.

We're always looking for people who have a creative vision, can understand our brands, and fully invest in the creative deliverable. A 
photographer needs to be a partner, and really understand our ideas in order to properly execute. We also look for experience, ideas, 
collaboration and professionalism.

What gets your attention in someone’s online portfolio?
I love online portfolios primarily because it's so easy to review them, rather than calling in a physical book.  The site has to be easy to 
navigate and the work has to be fresh. One thing that will catch my eye is when I visit a photographer's site after a few months and 
the same work is still there—nothing new.  

Photographers have to be updating their portfolios and getting their work out for people to see. That's how connections are made 
between photographers and creatives—seeing work that's relevant, fresh, new and on point.

Attracting Attention From Ad Agencies

ProFIlEs
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How do you handle emails from unknown, or unknown to you, photographers? Do you like it when people you haven’t worked with reach out? 
I get hundreds of email blasts a month, and I look at almost every one. I make time to do this as I've found great work just because I 
took a second to open the email. Photographers should feel encouraged to send e-blasts. 

Will photographers hear back from you if you like their work? Or will they only hear when you happen to have a job that is right for them?
I will, quite often actually, respond to a photographer if I really like their work, or if I have a question about their style, etc. I bookmark 
like crazy. It really helps to have an extensive file because I'm constantly making recommendations.

Do you use social media or networking sites to find new photographers?
Not to find them, but many have 'friended' me, and that’s a good way for me to keep up on what they're doing. I don't use LinkedIn to 
find photographers as I think we have a really good group of resources we can tap, and I personally have a pretty extensive bookmark/
file system for photographers’ work.

Do you still receive direct mailings?
I hardly get any. I used to get 10 to 15 a day, but not any more. Email marketing is the new direct mail marketing, which is how I think 
it should be. Why waste postage and time when you can, for almost nothing, email thousands of people at once? My digital files are 
now even larger in number than what used to be housed in my cabinets. 

I admit, I do miss mailers though, and when I get them, I really enjoy it.  

If you could give one bit of advice to photographers, given what you’ve seen, what would it be?
Be honest, be passionate, use a really competent producer, and remember that when you get a gig, the process is collaborative, so always 
bring your ideas to the table.

ProFIlEs
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Kristina Hicks is a Creative Consultant for Agency Access, based in California. Pre-
viously an art buyer and producer for Saatchi & Saatchi, Kristina has worked on 
advertising campaigns for huge clients like Toyota, Volkswagen, Proctor and Gamble 
and many more. As a Creative Consultant, her role is to help primarily editorial and 
commercial photographer clients get to the next level in their work—whatever that 
next level may be. 
“I’m here to be helpful” she says, and that can mean just being a set of fresh eyes on work or being a “sounding board” for a new idea. 
Kristina recently chatted with us for a webinar all about getting hired by ad agencies, and here we’ve selected some key takeaways:

PItch to thE PErson WIthIn An AgEncy Who cAn hIrE you

You can’t produce an ad without navigating each department, but you want to connect with the people who can hire you. Those are the 
art buyers and producers. Get to know the people in those roles. They might not be able to hire you now, but when something comes up 
that your work is a fit for, they’ll remember.

APProAch buyErs on socIAl MEdIA

You can approach buyers via social media networks, but be sure to do your research. Know if your work applies to the brand or the person 
you’re contacting. Reach out and say hi. Sometimes a quick email or a connection on Twitter, for example, is easier than a phone call or 
a meeting—remember that art producers are very busy. You want to get to know these people in whatever way you can and then foster 
those relationships. People move around a lot from agency to agency and role to role. If you know someone on a more personal level, 
they will remember you and your work no matter where they’re working or what they are working on.

12 Tips to Approach Buyers Successfully

ProFIlEs
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IF you’rE FolloWIng A buyEr’s Work, lEt thEM knoW by sEndIng kudos or congrAts on A job.

It can be a good idea to shoot a quick email to a buyer or creative to let him or her know that you just saw the work they did with a 
recent client and you thought it was well done. All of a sudden you’ve made an instant friend and you can introduce yourself and your 
work later. We all like to be complimented on the work that we do because we’re all working hard too. Just the fact that someone out 
there is paying attention makes us feel good, believe it or not. It’s a way to make contact and work towards that lasting relationship.

sEnd PrIntEd ProMos

The most important thing to do when approaching a buyer is selecting your best images for your portfolio and showcasing the type of 
work you want to be hired for. When it comes to choosing images, get a second set of eyes on your selections. The images you’re us-
ing don’t have to have been made for a paid job. What matters is that the images are consistent with the look and feel of your website, 
portfolio or printed book. The images you choose to send out should exemplify what it is that you do. 

You can keep mailers simple. One hero image printed on one side of the card with your contact info on the front and the back is totally 
fine. However, pay attention to what the art lends itself to when it comes to printing—maybe matte works better than glossy, trifold 
versus a single page. 

Put your contAct InForMAtIon And brAndIng on thE Front And bAck oF your dIrEct MAIl PIEcEs 

If you make it to the ‘creative wall,’ once it gets stapled up there it doesn’t come down easily. You want your promo to make it to the 
‘inspiration board’ of creative directors, so make it easy for them to find your contact information without having to remove the card 
and flip it over.

sEnd ProMos to MultIPlE PEoPlE WIthIn onE AgEncy, but don’t sEnd 50 ProMos to onE PlAcE

Hit a handful of people who are in a position to hire you. We want to connect with you as much as you want to connect with us. But 
you don’t need to send a promo to everyone. Let the promos walk themselves around the office. People often share. Everybody shares.

PAy AttEntIon to PrInt quAlIty

Probably the biggest mistake photographers make when sending a printed promo is not having nice quality printing. It says a lot about 
your brand. If you don’t take the time to make sure the colors came out right, it reflects poorly on your attention to detail and what you’ll 
bring to a job.

MAkE PrIntEd lEAvE-bEhInds sIMIlAr to MAIlEd ProMos, And hAvE A lIttlE Fun WIth thEM

These can be simple cards like direct mail pieces. Make sure the images you’re using are current. Have a little fun—make them memo-
rable and something that people want to share.

ProFIlEs
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WhEn It coMEs to EMAIl ProMos vErsus MAIlErs, MIx It uP And lEt your budgEt As WEll As nEW Work dEcIdE WhAt’s bEst

I think it’s always a good idea to do both. That said, email often is free. If your budget for that month is a little shy, out goes the email. 
When you have something that you’re proud of, news to share, or a home run, and you can afford to send something tangible, do it.

don’t sEnd E-ProMos And MAIlErs MorE thAn oncE EvEry 2 to 3 Months

Any more frequently, and it can get a little annoying. People might start to unsubscribe from your e-newsletter list. Remember that 
buyers can get hundreds of emails every day, so be mindful of building that relationship.

PAy AttEntIon to EMAIl subjEct lInEs

Subject lines are really important. You want to break through the clutter. The way you can accomplish that is by being direct and to the 
point. I want to know what I’m going to be looking at. Will it be product photos, an illustration, celebrity portraiture; and are the images 
from a particular campaign? If it’s a campaign for a brand or person that can be identified with, like Coca-Cola for example, put that in 
the subject line. It can be simple: “portrait of...” or “a fashion story...” or “Coca Cola’s latest.” I always recommends that a photographer 
include his or her name in the subject line, too. 

PErsonAlIzE E-blAsts WhEnEvEr you cAn, but not IF you don’t knoW thE PErson

Acting like you know a creative when you don’t is a turnoff. It’s important to be up front and say something like, “hey we’ve never met 
before and I wanted to introduce myself.” It’s a way of being personal without being presumptuous and creepy.

Resources for staying current on campaigns as well as who holds creative roles within an agency:

LinkedIn 
We love Ad 
Ads of the World 
Facebook
Adweek 
AdAge 
Agency Access database
Workbook
ASMP
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The 2013 Survey: What Buyers Want From Photographers aims to break down barriers pho-
tographers face in getting hired and address their questions head on so that they can at-
tract potential clients and bring in more business. The most important takeaway for any 
photographer is that without targeted marketing, you will struggle to get noticed. This 
means establishing a niche, and developing a consistent brand and identity between your 
website, social media networks, email campaigns, and more is key to establishing yourself 
as a go-to photographer within your specialty. Buyers are pressed for time and face con-
straining budgets, so if you catch their eye, you must be able to effectively communicate 
what your business offers and make it clear that you are the only person for the job.

Conclusion

conclusIon
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